We study a one-dimensional two-component atomic Fermi gas with an infinite intercomponent contact repulsion. It is found that adding an attractive resonant odd-wave interaction breaking the rotational symmetry one can make the ground state ferromagnetic. A promising system for the observation of this itinerant ferromagnetic state is a 1D gas of 40 K atoms, where 3D s-wave and p-wave Feshbach resonances are very close to each other and the 1D confinement significantly reduces the inelastic decay.
Itinerant ferromagnetism of degenerate spin-1/2 fermions is an intriguing problem promoting our understanding of strongly correlated systems [1] . The origin of such ferromagnetic states is deeply rooted in quantum mechanics. In contrast to ultracold bosons, degenerate fermions try to avoid the ferromagnetic state because it requires them to have a significantly higher kinetic energy than in non-ferromagnetic states. Ultracold gases of atomic fermions which are in two internal states can be mapped onto spin-1/2 fermions treating the internal energy levels as pseudo-spin states. The ferromagnetic phase is the one where all atoms are in the same superposition of the two internal states, and one has a system of identical fermions. The kinetic energy is then higher than, for example, in the paramagnetic phase representing a statistical mixture of the two spin components.
Itinerant ferromagnetism for fermions is studied since the 1930-ths, when the Stoner criterion for ferromagnetism in a free electron gas was introduced [2, 3] . In three dimensions the ground state can be ferromagnetic if there is a strong intercomponent repulsion in the paramagnetic state, which compensates the large difference in the kinetic energies of the ferro-and paramagnetic states. For atomic Fermi gases the Stoner mechanism was discussed in a number of papers [4] and was then tested by Monte Carlo calculations [5, 6] which found an instability on approach to the strongly interacting regime. The efforts to stabilize the ferromagnetic state experimentally did not succeed [7, 8] . The reason is [7] [8] [9] that in three dimensions a large intercomponent repulsion corresponds to a very large and positive s-wave scattering length, and there is a weakly bound dimer of two fermions belonging to different internal states. A composition of such dimers has a lower energy than the ferromagnetic state even if the dimers overlap with each other, and at common gas densities the formation of the dimerized phase out of the cloud of atoms is very fast.
In one and two dimensions the difference in the kinetic energies of the ferro-and non-ferromagnetic states is even larger than in 3D. For example, in the 1D twocomponent Fermi gas even at an infinite intercomponent contact repulsion the energies of these states are equal, and at any finite repulsion the antiferro-or paramagnetic states have a lower energy [10] . Therefore, it looks such that in low dimensions making the ground state ferromagnetic is harder than in 3D. However, we show that in 1D the odd-wave interaction (analog of p-wave in higher dimensions) can drastically change the situation and make the ground state ferromagnetic. This interaction is momentum dependent and does not fall into the class of interactions satisfying the conditions of the LiebMattis theorem [11] which states that in the 1D (twocomponent) Fermi system the ground state can not be ferromagnetic.
To make the odd-wave interaction significant one needs a Feshbach and/or confinement-induced odd-wave resonance. At the same time, another resonance is needed in order to make the even-wave contact interaction strongly repulsive. Here we have a "present from nature". In the case of 40 K atoms the s-wave resonance for the interaction between 9/2, −7/2 and 9/2, −9/2 states occurs at the magnetic field of 202.1 Gauss, and is very close to the p-wave resonance for the interaction between two 9/2, −7/2 atoms at 198.8 Gauss [12, 13] . In the fields between 198.8 Gauss and 202.1 Gauss the s-wave interaction is repulsive and the p-wave interaction is attractive. Moreover, the reduction of dimensionality to 1D decreases the inelastic decay even not far from the resonances, which is very promising for achieving itinerant ferromagnetism in the 1D gas of 40 K.
The even-wave scattering of identical fermions requires that the spatial wavefunction of colliding atoms is symmetric, and the spinor part is antisymmetric, i.e. it occurs through the singlet channel. On the contrary, in the odd-wave scattering the spatial part of the fermionic wavefunction is antisymmetric, and the spinor part is arXiv:1512.01392v1 [cond-mat.quant-gas] 4 Dec 2015 symmetric, which corresponds to the triplet state. If the odd-wave interaction is the same in all triplet states, and if it is relatively weak (such that in the expression for the corresponding interaction amplitude we can keep only the lowest term, which is proportional to k 2 , with k being the relative momentum of interacting atoms), while the even-wave repulsion is infinitely strong, then the problem is exactly solvable and can be mapped onto twocomponent bosons with SU (2) spin rotation symmetry. For the latter case the ground state is known to be ferromagnetic [14] [15] [16] . However, the spin rotation symmetry breaks if the odd-wave interaction is resonant, since it then depends on the spin projections of colliding particles. Therefore, in this regime the exact solution is no longer available, and in order to make conclusions about the character of the ground state we have to employ many-body perturbation theory.
We consider a 1D two-component Fermi gas in free space and assume that the intercomponent contact (evenwave) interaction is infinitely repulsive. Since it takes place between two particles with zero total (pseudo)spin, it is only present in the non-ferromagnetic phases. Therefore, omitting the odd-wave interaction, the ferromagnetic phase represents an ideal single-component Fermi gas, with the Fermi momentum k F = πn, and the total energy is equal to the kinetic energy:
where n is the 1D density, N is the total number of particles, m is the mass of a particle, and E F = 2 k 2 F /2m is the Fermi energy. The non-ferromagnetic phases in this case are described by the exactly solvable Yang-Gaudin model [17, 18] , and for any finite contact repulsion they have a lower energy than the ferromagnetic phase. If the repulsion is infinite, then the wavefunction vanishes when two particles approach each other at zero distance, and all spin configurations are degenerate with the energy equal to E kin [17] [18] [19] .
The odd-wave interaction can be both inter-and intracomponent. However, we are interested in the regime where this interaction is resonant. Since for the most important case of 40 K atoms the resonance in the oddwave channel is present only between two atoms in the 9/2, −7/2 states we confine ourselves to the odd-wave interaction between these states. Below the state 9/2, −7/2 is denoted as spin-↑, and the state 9/2, −9/2 as spin-↓. Moreover, we assume that although the odd-wave interaction is resonant, it is not too strong (a more precise condition will be given later), and still can be treated as perturbation. The fact that one can use a perturbative approach in a 1D odd-wave interacting system (in contrast to the even-wave interaction) finds its origin in the absence of a weakly bound state in a sufficiently shallow attractive potential. For the ferromagnetic many-body system our perturbative results perfectly agree with the existing Bethe Ansatz solution [20] .
Thus, to zero order the kinetic energy E kin is the same in any spin configuration (as a consequence of the infinite even repulsion) and gives the main contribution to the total energy E of the system, while the odd-wave interaction provides a small correction, which we derive up to the second order in perturbation theory. For the nonferromagnetic phases we employ the single-component momentum distribution functions N ↑ (k) and N ↓ (k) that we obtain by solving numerically the Bethe Ansatz equations for the Yang-Gaudin model at an infinite intercomponent repulsion (see Supplemental Material). Considering equally populated ↑ and ↓ internal states,
with L being the size of the system. For the ferromagnetic phase we use the Fermi step momentum distribution N(k) = θ (k F − |k|) /2. The kinetic energy obtained by using the calculated non-ferromagnetic distributions directly in Eq. (3) differs from E kin by less than 0.3% in the antiferromagnetic phase and by approximately 0.5% in the paramagnetic phase. In order to develop many-body perturbation theory we follow the method used in Refs. [21, 22] . We define the off-shell scattering amplitude
where V (x) is the interaction potential, ψ k (x) is the true wavefunction of the relative motion with momentum k = (k 1 − k 2 )/2, with k 1 , k 2 and k 1 , k 2 being the particle momenta in the incoming and outgoing scattering channels. For |k | = |k 1 − k 2 |/2 = |k| we have the on-shell amplitude. Then, the total energy is E = E kin +Ẽ (1) +Ẽ (2) , where the first-and second-order corrections are given by (see Supplemental Material):
with
The amplitudef odd is different from the odd-wave part of (4) by the absence of the imaginary term in the denominator (see Supplemental Material). The termsẼ (1) andẼ (2) are the two-body (mean-field) and the many-body, or beyond mean-field, contributions to the interaction energy. As the 1D regime is obtained by tightly confining the motion of particles in two directions to zero point oscillations, the odd-wave offshell scattering amplitude in the vicinity of the resonance is given by (see [23] and Supplemental Material):
where the parameters l p and ξ p of the 1D odd-wave scattering can be expressed through the parameters of the 3D p-wave scattering as
Here w 1 and α 1 are the 3D scattering volume and effective range, respectively, a ⊥ = /(mω ⊥ ) is the extension of the wavefunction in the directions tightly (harmonically) confined with frequency ω ⊥ , and the numerical constant is A = −3 √ 2ζ(−1/2) ≈ 0.88, with ζ(−1/2) being the Riemann zeta function. For 40 K atoms near the p-wave Feshbach resonance the magnetic field dependence of w 1 and α 1 has been measured in the JILA experiments [24] . Near the resonance in 3D the scattering volume w 1 changes from infinitely negative to infinitely positive, whereas the effective range α 1 remains practically constant and equal to 4×10 6 cm −1 . On the positive side of the resonance (w 1 > 0) in 3D one has the formation of rapidly decaying p-wave molecules [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , and a similar phenomenon is expected in 1D. The issue of inelastic losses is discussed in more detail below, but in what follows we consider only the case of attractive oddwave interaction, i.e. l p < 0. The energy corrections (5) and (6) can be rewritten as (see Supplemental Material)
where
and we took into account that in any spin configuration the momentum distribution is a universal function of k/k F . The integrals I(Q) and J (Q) are given by
with x i = k i /k F being a dimensionless momentum, and the symbol ffl denoting the principal value of the integral. The choice of a particular spin configuration is encoded in the momentum distribution N(k/k F ), and from Eqs. (9)- (12) it is evident that the odd-wave interaction splits the energies of different phases only if κ = 0. The unperturbed momentum distributions for the ferro-, antiferro-, and paramagnetic states are displayed in Fig.1 . At k k F the momentum distributions in the non-ferromagnetic states behave as N(k) → C/k 4 , where C is Tan's contact [30, 31] . In the aniferromagnetic phase its value is C/k 4 F = 2 ln(2)/3π 2 ≈ 0.047 [31] , and in the paramagnetic phase we obtain C/k In the limit of Q → 0 we have I = 2(1 + 3D)/3 and J = 1/2, where
For a finite Q we calculate the integrals (11) and (12) numerically.
Realization of the 1D regime requires the Fermi energy to be much smaller than the tight confinement frequency:
For realistic confinement frequencies ω ⊥ in the range from 50 to 150 kHz, the condition (13) requires the Fermi momentum k F 10 5 cm −1 (which corresponds to densities n 3 × 10 4 cm −1 and E F 1 µK). The confinement length a ⊥ for such frequencies is from 400 to 700Å. Then, taking the potassium value 4 × 10 6 cm −1 for the effective range α 1 and using relations (8) we see that the parameter κ ranges from 1 to 5. In the perturbative regime we require η/π = n|l p | 1, i.e. one should not be too close to the resonance, and in order to stay within the limits of perturbation theory we put η < 0.8.
We then calculate the total energy of the gas up to the second order in perturbation theory for the ferro-, antiferro-, and paramagnetic phases. The results are presented in Fig.2 , which shows that the difference between the energies of the ferro-and non-ferromagnetic states is the largest at η ∼ 1/κ and decreases significantly as κ grows.
For a gas of 40 K atoms with a density n ≈ 3 × 10 4 cm −1 (E F ≈ 540 nK) under the transverse confinement with frequency ω ⊥ ≈ 100 kHz we have κ = πnα 1 /(3mω ⊥ ) ≈ 3.1, and at fields slightly lower than 199 G the parameter η is approximately 0.36. Then the ferromagnetic state has the lowest energy, and the energies of antiferro-and paramagnetic states are close to each other. The energy difference (E p − E f )/N is about 0.03E F or 16 nK. Increasing the confinement strength to ω ⊥ ≈ 120 kHz, we obtain κ ≈ 2.6, and with η ≈ 0.43 at the magnetic field B ≈ 199 G the energy difference (E p − E f )/N becomes approximately 20 nK. Thus, the ferromagnetic state can be observed at temperatures below 20 nK.
The regimes described above ensure that the even repulsion is infinitely strong, although at first sight the corresponding magnetic fields are not close enough to the s-wave resonance. However, in the 1D geometry obtained by tightly confining particles in two directions, the coupling constant for the even contact interaction is [32] 
For the confining frequencies of 100 and 150 kHz the harmonic length a ⊥ is about 500 and 400Å, respectively. In a field close to 199 Gauss the scattering length is a ≈ 400Å. Thus, due to the confinement-induced resonance, one can achieve an infinite contact repulsion g 1D → ∞.
It is well known that in three dimensions p-wave Feshbach resonances are suffering of rapid inelastic losses [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . There are two types of inelastic collisional processes. The first one is three-body recombination, which is especially pronounced if there are weakly bound dimer states. However, weakly bound dimer p-wave states are expected only on the positive side of the resonance (l p > 0), and on the negative side (l p < 0 and attractive interactions) the three-body recombination should not be very dangerous, at least slightly away from the resonance. Another decay process is two-body relaxation. The internal state 9/2, −7/2 has a higher energy than 9/2, −9/2. Therefore, the state 9/2, −7/2 can undergo collisional relaxation to the 9/2, −9/2 state. In 3D the rate of this process is especially high very near the resonance [25, 33] .
In fields slightly higher than 199 G the measured rate constant of three-body recombination in 3D is α 3D rec ∼ 10 −25 cm 6 /s and the rate constant of two-body relaxation is α 3D rel ∼ 10 −14 cm 3 /s [25] . The measurements were done in a pure gas of 9/2, −7/2 atoms, and in a mixture of 9/2, −7/2 and 9/2, −9/2 states it can be somewhat higher. The temperature in the experiment was from 1 µK to 3 µK, so that one expects about the same rate constants at E F ∼ 1 µK and much lower temperatures. In order to transform these results to 1D one should recall that the inelastic processes occur at atomic interparticle distances. We thus may integrate out the motion in the tightly confined directions [34] . This leads to α Regarding the three-body recombination the situation is more peculiar. For the collision of three particles in one and the same internal state in 1D one has an extra suppression by a factor of E F /E * compared to 3D [36] . The quantity E * is a typical energy in the molecular problem, and one has E * ∼ 2 /mR 2 e , where R e ∼ 50Å is the ra-dius of interaction between particles. So, E * ∼1 mK or even larger and there is an extra suppression by 3 orders of magnitude for E F ∼ 1 µK. Integrating out the particle motion in the tightly confined direction we obtain α
. Again, for the above mentioned parameters we obtain the decay time about a second at 1D densities in between 10 4 and 3 × 10 4 cm −1 . The ferromagnetic state can be viewed as a composition of identical fermions, and hence this estimate remains valid in this phase.
We thus see that in 1D the issue of inelastic decay processes is not as crucial as in 3D. In this respect the situation is somewhat similar to the one in recent experiments with strongly interacting bosons [37, 38] .
In conclusion, we showed that there is a realistic possibility to find itinerant ferromagnetic states in 1D twocomponent Fermi gases, and a promising system is the gas of 40 K atoms. This will require fine tuning of the interaction between particles by varying the magnetic field and the strength of the tight confinement. The required temperatures are about 10 to 20 nanokelvin, which is achievable with present facilities.
We would like to thank V. Gritsev, D. Petrov, and M. Zvonarev for useful discussions. We acknowledge support from IFRAF and from the Dutch Foundation In the Supplemental Material we first discuss the scattering of identical fermions in 1D, obtain the expression for the odd-wave off-shell scattering amplitude, and derive two-body and many-body contributions to the odd-wave interaction energy of a 1D Fermi gas. We then describe our calculation of the momentum distribution in the antiferroand paramagnetic states.
Scattering amplitude in 1D. The off-shell scattering amplitude, defined by Eq. (4) of the main text, is the sum of the even-wave and odd-wave partial amplitudes:
and ψ even , ψ odd are the partial wavefunctions of the relative motion in the even-wave and the odd-wave channels, respectively. For |k | = |k| one has the on-shell amplitudes, which follow from from Eq. (S.2) putting k = k. These amplitudes enter the asymptotic expression for the wavefunction of the relative motion at interparticle separations |x| → ∞ [S1]:
In the quasi1D regime obtained by tightly confining the motion of particles in two directions to zero point oscillations, the on-shell scattering amplitude in the odd-wave channel was calculated in Ref. [S2] , and it reads:
where parameters l p and ξ p are given by Eq. (8) of the main text. We now proceed with the derivation of the odd-wave off-shell scattering amplitude. The asymptotic form of the wavefunction ψ odd (k, x) at |x| → ∞ can be written as
where δ odd (k) is the scattering phase shift. The relation between the odd-wave phase shift and the corresponding scattering amplitude follows from Eq. (S.5) and the odd-wave part of Eq. (S.3):
with tan δ odd (k) = l p k/ 1 + l p ξ p k 2 . Let us rewrite the wavefunction of the odd-wave channel ψ odd (k, x) in the following form:
whereψ odd (k, x) = sin kx − sign(x) tan δ odd (k) cos kx is real. Then, the odd-wave off-shell scattering amplitude can be represented as
Assuming that the phase shift is small, one obtains the following relation:
Substituting k = k into Eqs. (S.8)-(S.10) we obtain similar relations for the on-shell amplitudes f odd (k) andf odd (k).
In the case of low-energy scattering we may put sin k x ≈ k x and sin kx ≈ kx in the expressions forf odd (k , k) and f odd (k), which shows that in the odd-wave channel one obtains the off-shell amplitude from the on-shell amplitude by simply replacing k in (S.6) with k . Then, using Eqs. (S.6) and (S.8) we arrive at Eq. (7) of the main text for the odd-wave off-shell scattering amplitudef odd (k , k).
Two-body and many-body contributions to the interaction energy. An infinitely strong even-wave contact repulsion can be transferred to the boundary condition for the wavefunction. The interaction part of the Hamiltonian then contains only the odd-wave interaction, which in our case is present solely between ↑-state particles:
whereâ † k ,â k are the creation and annihilation operators of ↑-fermions, and V (q) is the Fourier transform of the interaction potential in the odd-wave channel:
where we took into account that V (x) is even. Then, the first-order correction is given by the diagonal matrix element ofĤ int :
The second-order correction to the energy of a state |j is given by
where the summation is over the eigenstates of the non-interacting system, and the non-diagonal matrix element V jm = m|Ĥ int |j is related to the scattering of two particles from the initial state k 1 , k 2 to an intermediate state k 1 , k 2 . In our case, the symbol j corresponds to the ground state, and the symbol m to excited states. Then, taking into account the momentum conservation law k 1 + k 2 = k 1 + k 2 , we obtain the following expression for the quantity |V jm | 2 :
and the second-order correction becomes:
It is evident that the second-order correction diverges at large k 1 because of the term proportional to N(k 1 ) N(k 2 ). This artificial divergence can be eliminated if one expresses E (1) and E (2) in terms of a real physical quantitythe scattering amplitude. The relation between the Fourier component of the interaction potential and the off-shell scattering amplitude is given by [S1] 
where E k and E k are relative collision energies, and we have k 2 ) being the momenta of colliding particles in the initial (intermediate) state. Equation (S.17) allows us to rewrite the first-order correction as
In the second term of Eq. (S.18) we represent f (k , k) according to Eq. (S.1) and keep only the odd-wave part f odd (k , k), because the quantity [
is odd in k , and the terms containing f even (k , k) vanish after the integration over dk . Then, we replace the Fourier components by the exact scattering amplitudes, which gives [
, and the first-order correction becomes:
The contribution of the pole at k = k to the integral in Eq. (S.19) gives −imf 2 odd (k)/2 2 k for each term in the sum over k 1 , k 2 , and we can use heref odd (k) instead of f odd (k). At the same time, the second term of the right hand side of Eq. (S.10), being substituted into the first term of Eq. (S.19), cancels the contribution of the pole in the second term of Eq. (S.19). Therefore, we use the amplitudef odd (k) in the first term of Eq. (S.19) and take the principal value of the integral in the second term. This leads to the following expression for the first-order correction:
The second-order correction can also be expressed in terms of the scattering amplitude. Taking into ac-
, where we used the fact that Fourier components V (q) are real and even functions. Then for the second-order correction we obtain:
where we may use the amplitudesf odd (k , k) andf odd (k, k ) because the contribution of tan δ odd (k) in the denominator of Eq. (S.8) is negligible. Then, the divergent term proportional to N(k 1 ) N(k 2 ) in Eq. (S.21) and the (divergent) second term of Eq. (S.20) exactly cancel each other. Note that in Eq. (S.21) the term proportional to the product of four occupation numbers vanishes, since its numerator is symmetrical and the denominator is antisymmetrical with respect to an interchange of k 1 , k 2 and k 1 , k 2 . Two terms containing the product of three occupation numbers are equal to each other, because the expression (S.21) for E (2) is symmetrical with respect to an interchange of k 1 and k 2 . Therefore, the sum of the first-and second-order corrections can be written as
, wherẽ E (1) andẼ (2) are given bỹ
.
(S.23)
We then reduce Eqs. (S22) and (S23) to equations (9)- (12) of the main text.
Momentum distributions for the antiferro-and paramagnetic states. The momentum distribution functions N ↑ (k) and N ↓ (k) for the antiferro-and paramagnetic states can be calculated from the Bethe Ansatz wave functions of the Yang-Gaudin model with an infinite repulsion. To this end, we will use the method proposed by Ogata and Shiba [S3] . The one-dimensional two-component Fermi gas with contact interactions is described by the Hamiltonian [S4, S5] 
, where c = mg 1D / 2 is the interaction strength for the even-wave scattering. The Bethe Ansatz wavefunction for this model is given by [S5] 
where Q = (Q1, Q2, . . . , QN ) and P = (P 1, P 2, . . . , P N ) are two permutations of integers {1, 2, · · · , N } and Θ(Q) denotes the step function, i.e. Θ(Q) = θ(
) with θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 whereas θ(x) = 0 for x < 0. In the above equations, we denoted x = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N }, σ = {σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ N } and A = A σ1···σ N (Q, P) are superposition coefficients. Here σ j = ±1/2 stand for the spin projection of the j-th particle.
For periodic boundary conditions the wave numbers {k j } with j = 1, 2 . . . , N are subject to the following Bethe Ansatz equations (BAE):
Here M is the number of down-spin fermions, and µ i with i = 1, . . . , M are spin rapidities. We observe that the BAE (S.25) decouple into two parts in terms of charge and spin degrees of freedom as c → ∞. The second set of equations in the BAE (S.25) reduces to the BAE for the spin-1/2 Heisenberg XXX model with the scaling µ α → µ α c. In this limit, the wave function (S.24) can be simplified as
Here Φ (y 1 , . . . , y M ) is the eigenstate of the spin XXX model with M down-spins in the N -site lattice [S3, S5] . Using the wave function (S.26), we first calculate the momentum distribution in an analytical fashion. Then the final momentum distributions can be obtained by further numerical calculation. The momentum distribution is defined as
, which is the Fourier transform of the density matrix N σ (k) =˜dydy N σ (y , y)e ik(y−y ) . The density matrix is given by
where we used the following notations:
In the limit c → ∞, the superposition coefficients satisfy the relations [S3] :
Substituting the wave function (S.26) into (S.27), the density matrix is thus rewritten as
Here the positions y and y in the domain x 2 < · · · < x N satisfy two inequalities:
Accordingly, the permutations Q and Q are given by
The values of η and ξ are fixed by the values of y and y in the set of {x j } with j = 2, 3, · · · , N . In equation (S.29) we define the operator β as
WhereP i,j is the permutation operator.
Defining an identity order 1 = {1, 2, · · · , N } for the permutation operator, we find that β(Q )1 = Q and β(Q)1 = Q. In Eq. (S.29) the superposition coefficient A ≡ A (1, 1) is an eigenstate of the XXX Heisenberg spin chain, i.e. H xxx A = E xxx A. It has C M N components of spin wavefunction for each Q. Each of them is characterized by the coordinates of M down-spins. In the following, we use the eigenstate of the Heisenberg spin chain to evaluate the integral in Eq. (S.29). For convenience, we denote that
Thus w σ η,ξ can be regarded as the expectation value of the operatorŴ σ of the XXX spin chain. In the above equation we also denoted the operatorsn ↑ =σ +σ− ,n ↓ =σ −σ+ . By using the above notations, the density matrix is rewritten as
Due to the translational symmetry of the system, it is convenient to introduce x = y − y , τ = |η − ξ| and w σ η,ξ = w σ τ . Then the density matrix is simplified as
The quantities f m , d i , and ∆k used in (S.35) are explained below. In the ground state the quasi-momenta take the following values [S3] k j = I j ∆k + k 0 , ∆k = 2π L ,
It is worth noting that the quantum numbers I j are different form the quantum numbers defined in the usual Bethe Ansatz equations [S3] . This notation is convenient for our calculation. The index i (j) in Eq. (S.35) indicates the quasi-momentum of the i-th (j-th) particle which is separated from other k's, i.e. where C a b stands for the combinatory. This is the key simplification of the momentum distribution (S.34). In the main text, we presented the interaction energy of the ferro-and non-ferromagnetic states, calculated through the corresponding momentum distribution functions. For the antiferromagnetic state, the momentum distribution function (S.35) can be calculated by using the corresponding ground state wave function of the XXX spin chain model, denoted as A anti . We performed our calculation from the Bethe Ansatz roots of the XXX spin chain with a finite size and finite number of down-spins.
The paramagnetic state is more peculiar. It is a mixed state which consists of all possible spin states classified by the total spin of the system [S6, S7] . We denote the ferromagnetic state of the XXX spin chain as A ferro (x). Here we chose the state with zero spin projection, i.e., S z = 0, as the ferromagnetic state. In the main text, the momentum distribution of the ferromagnetic state refers to n (N/2) ferro (x). For the paramagnetic state, we have to consider a mixed state that contains all possible spin configurations for the spin chain, i.e. using all the eigenstates A m with m = 1, 2, · · · 2 N . The corresponding density matrix is denoted as n m (x). Then the density matrix for the paramagnetic state is equally weighted as n para (x) = m n m (x)/2 N .
